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BREAST
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- **9785 0S**  Identification, segmentation, and characterization of microcalcifications on mammography [9785-27]
- **9785 0T**  Predicting Ki67% expression from DCE-MR images of breast tumors using textural kinetic features in tumor habitats [9785-28]
- **9785 0U**  Applying quantitative adiposity feature analysis models to predict benefit of bevacizumab-based chemotherapy in ovarian cancer patients [9785-29]
- **9785 0V**  Radiogenomics of glioblastoma: a pilot multi-institutional study to investigate a relationship between tumor shape features and tumor molecular subtype [9785-30]
- **9785 0W**  Prognosis classification in glioblastoma multiforme using multimodal MRI derived heterogeneity textural features: impact of pre-processing choices [9785-31]

### DEEP LEARNING II

- **9785 0X**  Detection of soft tissue densities from digital breast tomosynthesis: comparison of conventional and deep learning approaches [9785-32]
- **9785 0Y**  Deep-learning convolution neural network for computer-aided detection of microcalcifications in digital breast tomosynthesis [9785-33]
- **9785 0Z**  Computer aided lung cancer diagnosis with deep learning algorithms [9785-34]
- **9785 10**  Visualizing and enhancing a deep learning framework using patients age and gender for chest x-ray image retrieval [9785-35]
- **9785 11**  Deep convolutional neural networks for automatic coronary calcium scoring in a screening study with low-dose chest CT [9785-36]
- **9785 12**  Comparison of bladder segmentation using deep-learning convolutional neural network with and without level sets [9785-37]

### LUNG AND CHEST II

- **9785 13**  Pulmonary nodule detection using a cascaded SVM classifier [9785-38]
- **9785 14**  Spatial context learning approach to automatic segmentation of pleural effusion in chest computed tomography images [9785-39]
- **9785 15**  Lymph node detection in IASLC-defined zones on PET/CT images [9785-40]
Intrapulmonary vascular remodeling: MSCT-based evaluation in COPD and alpha-1 antitrypsin deficient subjects

Automatic heart localization and radiographic index computation in chest x-rays

HEAD AND NECK

Comprehensive eye evaluation algorithm
Vessel discoloration detection in malarial retinopathy
Computer-aided detection of human cone photoreceptor inner segments using multscale circular voting
Sweet-spot training for early esophageal cancer detection
A single-layer network unsupervised feature learning method for white matter hyperintensity segmentation
Early esophageal cancer detection using RF classifiers

RADIOIMICS II

Applying a radiomics approach to predict prognosis of lung cancer patients
Radiomics versus physician assessment for the early prediction of local cancer recurrence after stereotactic radiotherapy for lung cancer
Automatic staging of bladder cancer on CT urography
Signal intensity analysis of ecological defined habitat in soft tissue sarcomas to predict metastasis development
Classification of progression free survival with nasopharyngeal carcinoma tumors

COLON AND PROSTATE

Decision forests for learning prostate cancer probability maps from multiparametric MRI
Fusion of multi-parametric MRI and temporal ultrasound for characterization of prostate cancer: in vivo feasibility study
An integrated classifier for computer-aided diagnosis of colorectal polyps based on random forest and location index strategies
Deep learning for electronic cleansing in dual-energy CT colonography [9785-57]
Colitis detection on abdominal CT scans by rich feature hierarchies [9785-58]

ABDOMINAL

Automatic detection of ureter lesions in CT urography [9785-59]
Segmentation of hepatic artery in multi-phase liver CT using directional dilation and connectivity analysis [9785-60]
Semi-automatic assessment of pediatric hydronephrosis severity in 3D ultrasound [9785-61]
Machine-learning based comparison of CT-perfusion maps and dual energy CT for pancreatic tumor detection [9785-62]
Automatic anatomy recognition on CT images with pathology [9785-63]
Differentiating bladder carcinoma from bladder wall using 3D textural features: an initial study [9785-64]

Part Two

POSTERS: BREAST

Reference state estimation of breast computed tomography for registration with digital mammography [9785-65]
Improving the performance of lesion-based computer-aided detection schemes of breast masses using a case-based adaptive cueing method [9785-66]
Quantitative breast MRI radiomics for cancer risk assessment and the monitoring of high-risk populations [9785-67]
Benign-malignant mass classification in mammogram using edge weighted local texture features [9785-68]
Parameter optimization of parenchymal texture analysis for prediction of false-positive recalls from screening mammography [9785-69]
Automatic quantification of mammary glands on non-contrast x-ray CT by using a novel segmentation approach [9785-70]
Computer-aided classification of mammographic masses using the deep learning technology: a preliminary study [9785-71]
An initial investigation on developing a new method to predict short-term breast cancer risk based on deep learning technology [9785-72]
9785 22  Computer-aided global breast MR image feature analysis for prediction of tumor response to chemotherapy: performance assessment [9785-73]

9785 23  First and second-order features for detection of masses in digital breast tomosynthesis [9785-74]

9785 24  An adaptive online learning framework for practical breast cancer diagnosis [9785-75]

POSTERS: COLON AND PROSTATE

9785 25  Computer-aided detection of polyps in optical colonoscopy images [9785-76]

9785 26  Performance evaluation of multi-material electronic cleansing for ultra-low-dose dual-energy CT colonography [9785-77]

9785 27  Detection of benign prostatic hyperplasia nodules in T2W MR images using fuzzy decision forest [9785-78]

9785 28  Colonoscopic polyp detection using convolutional neural networks [9785-79]

9785 29  Normalization of T2W-MRI prostate images using Rician a priori [9785-80]

9785 2B  Deep transfer learning of virtual endoluminal views for the detection of polyps in CT colonography (Cum Laude Poster Award) [9785-82]

POSTERS: HEAD AND NECK

9785 2C  Detection and measurement of retinal blood vessel pulsatile motion [9785-83]

9785 2D  Automatic determination of white matter hyperintensity properties in relation to the development of Alzheimer’s disease [9785-84]

9785 2E  Improvement of retinal blood vessel detection by spur removal and Gaussian matched filtering compensation [9785-85]

9785 2F  Automated blood vessel extraction using local features on retinal images [9785-86]

9785 2G  Automated detection of retinal whitening in malarial retinopathy [9785-87]

9785 2H  Finding regional models of the Alzheimer disease by fusing information from neuropsychological tests and structural MR images [9785-88]

9785 2I  Deep learning in the small sample size setting: cascaded feed forward neural networks for medical image segmentation [9785-89]

9785 2J  A fully automatic framework for cell segmentation on non-confocal adaptive optics images [9785-90]
Automated metastatic brain lesion detection: a computer-aided diagnostic and clinical research tool [9785-91]

Automated detection of retinal nerve fiber layer defects on fundus images: false positive reduction based on vessel likelihood [9785-93]

Phenotypic characterization of glioblastoma identified through shape descriptors [9785-94]

3D texture-based classification applied on brain white matter lesions on MR images [9785-95]

Classification of SD-OCT volumes for DME detection: an anomaly detection approach [9785-96]

A toolbox to visually explore cerebellar shape changes in cerebellar disease and dysfunction [9785-97]

Using support vector machines with tract-based spatial statistics for automated classification of Tourette syndrome children [9785-98]

A diagnosis model for early Tourette syndrome children based on brain structural network characteristics [9785-99]

A primitive study of voxel feature generation by multiple stacked denoising autoencoders for detecting cerebral aneurysms on MRA [9785-100]

Predicting outcomes in glioblastoma patients using computerized analysis of tumor shape: preliminary data [9785-101]

Glioma grading using cell nuclei morphologic features in digital pathology images [9785-102]

Quantitative characterization of brain β-amyloid in 718 normal subjects using a joint PiB/FDG PET image histogram [9785-103]

POSTERS: LUNG AND CHEST

A novel approach for tuberculosis screening based on deep convolutional neural networks [9785-104]

Ensemble lymph node detection from CT volumes combining local intensity structure analysis approach and appearance learning approach [9785-105]

Classification of pulmonary nodules in lung CT images using shape and texture features [9785-106]

Differentiation of several interstitial lung disease patterns in HRCT images using support vector machine: role of databases on performance [9785-107]

Automated anatomical description of pleural thickening towards improvement of its computer-assisted diagnosis [9785-108]
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>Computer-aided diagnosis for osteoporosis using chest 3D CT images</td>
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</tr>
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<td>3B</td>
<td>Segmentation of knee MRI using structure enhanced local phase filtering</td>
<td>[9785-120]</td>
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<td>Automated morphological analysis of bone marrow cells in microscopic images for diagnosis of leukemia: nucleus-plasma separation and cell classification using a hierarchical tree model of hematopoiesis</td>
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<td>3D</td>
<td>A B-spline image registration based CAD scheme to evaluate drug treatment response of ovarian cancer patients</td>
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<td>3E</td>
<td>Phantom-less bone mineral density (BMD) measurement using dual energy computed tomography-based 3-material decomposition</td>
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<td>Reliable measurement of 3D foot bone angles based on the frame-of-reference derived from a sole of the foot</td>
<td>[9785-124]</td>
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<tr>
<td>3G</td>
<td>Segmentation and determination of joint space width in foot radiographs</td>
<td>[9785-125]</td>
</tr>
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<td>3H</td>
<td>Multi-atlas segmentation of the cartilage in knee MR images with sequential volume- and bone-mask-based registrations</td>
<td>[9785-126]</td>
</tr>
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<td>3I</td>
<td>A new paradigm of oral cancer detection using digital infrared thermal imaging</td>
<td>[9785-127]</td>
</tr>
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<td>Image segmentation evaluation for very-large datasets</td>
<td>[9785-128]</td>
</tr>
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| 9785 3K | **Automated recognition of the iliac muscle and modeling of muscle fiber direction in torso CT images** [9785-129] |
| 9785 3L | **Multispectral imaging burn wound tissue classification system: a comparison of test accuracies between several common machine learning algorithms** [9785-130] |
| 9785 3M | **Automated torso organ segmentation from 3D CT images using conditional random field** [9785-131] |
| 9785 3N | **Interactive computer-assisted approach for evaluation of ultrastructural cilia abnormalities** [9785-132] |
| 9785 3O | **Improving vertebra segmentation through joint vertebra-rib atlases** [9785-133] |
| 9785 3P | **A machine learning approach for classification of anatomical coverage in CT** [9785-134] |
| 9785 3Q | **Computerized scheme for vertebra detection in CT scout image** [9785-135] |
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| 9785 3R | **Learning evaluation of ultrasound image segmentation using combined measures** [9785-136] |
| 9785 3S | **Atorvastatin effect evaluation based on feature combination of three-dimension ultrasound images** [9785-137] |
| 9785 3T | **Fully automated segmentation of left ventricle using dual dynamic programming in cardiac cine MR images** [9785-138] |
| 9785 3U | **Computerized flow and vessel wall analyses of coronary arteries for detection of non-calcified plaques in coronary CT angiography** [9785-139] |
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| 9785 3V | **Maximal area and conformal welding heuristics for optimal slice selection in splenic volume estimation** [9785-140] |
| 9785 3W | **Computer-aided detection of bladder mass within non-contrast-enhanced region of CT Urography (CTU)** [9785-141] |
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